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A simulation study of IP-based vertical handoff in wireless convergent networks

Jung Kee Song and Wenye Wang*
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Summary
The advances in wireless networks and IP technologies has brought ubiquitous access to all-IP information into reality. For wireless IP services, IP-based handoff is a critical issue to the performance of application-level services. Although mobile IP (MIP) and its extensions, as network layer solutions, have been proposed as de facto standard, transmission throughput degradation due to packet loss, registration delay, and transport layer blocking are unavoidable because of MIP handoff mechanisms. In this paper, we evaluate the performance of a transport layer handoff approach, mobile stream control transmission protocol (mSCTP), and compare it with that of a network layer solution, MIP. mSCTP is based on stream control transmission protocol (SCTP), which is the third general purpose transport layer protocol from IETF. We investigate the use of mSCTP for seamless vertical handoff without any change in IP protocol stack by its multi-homing feature and dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR) extension. We evaluate the performance of mSCTP and MIP by introducing handoff delay, end-to-end transmission throughput, and packet loss, and verify our observations by a simulation study of the two protocols in UMTS/802.11b integrated networks using NS-2 network simulator. Copyright © 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction
The Internet protocol suite has become one of the most essential and prevalent networking technologies in computer networks as well as in telecommunication networks. Based on its layered architecture and packet switching capability, IP technology offers unified, flexible, and scalable services to various applications over many heterogeneous networks. At the mean time, wireless technology erased the limitation of user mobility, which is originally ascribed to fixed wireline communications.

Among various wireless access technologies, wireless local area networks (LANs) and cellular networks have turned out to be the most widely deployed infrastructures providing mobile access to voice and data services upon users' needs. The two technologies have complimentary characteristics in terms of physical specifications. For instance, the third generation (3G) universal mobile telecommunication systems (UMTS) are designed to support up to 384 Kbps data rate for pedestrian users and 2 Mbps rate for vehicular users within a few kilometers coverage areas. In this reason, exploiting their complimentary advantages, wireless LAN and 3G cellular networks can offer good quality of convergent services in a complimentary form.

Due to the advantages of IP protocol and various complimentary wireless technologies, wireless IP
platform has been considered for many mobile applications. However, in the evolution of wireless IP networks, we encounter quite a few problems. IP mobility is an important topic among them. The inherent properties of wireless communication networks require inevitable handoff between two independent physical networks. Handoff procedures affect the overall performance of application level services. Since wireless IP convergent networks provide IP applications and services to mobile users in heterogeneous environments, IP-based vertical handoff solution is a fundamental issue for seamless roaming.

To support IP-based handoff, quite a few solutions have been proposed as network layer solutions including MIP, HAWAII [1], Cellular IP [2], and IDMP [3]. HAWAII, a domain-based mobility solution, Cellular IP, and IDMP are micro-mobility solutions proposed to solve out the signaling overhead problem of macro-mobility when a node frequently moves in foreign domain.

Although the proposed IP-based handoff solutions, such as mobile IP (MIP) which is a de facto standard to support network layer mobility, solved the fundamental problem of node movement in the Internet, they still incur significant handoff delays, which affect the quality of applications and services, especially in mobile environments. Hence, seamless IP-based handoff solutions are definitely required for future wireless IP networks.

Meanwhile, a new method of IP-based handoff was proposed in transport layer using stream control transmission protocol (SCTP) [4]. SCTP provides a multi-homing feature with which a mobile node can hold multiple IP connections at a given moment. Based on multi-homing feature of SCTP, an extension; called dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR) [5], has been proposed as an Internet draft. DAR consists of pairs of request and response messages to update IP address information between two end nodes. The multi-homing feature of SCTP and DAR extension enables a transport layer seamless handoff by eliminating registration delay and tunneling overhead.

In other words, MIP, as a network layer solution, has been an Internet standard and most widely deployed but also incurs significant handoff delay. Mobile SCTP (mSCTP) for transport layer handoff, on the other hand, does not incur significant handoff delay based on the multi-homing feature of SCTP and DAR extension. However, there is a very limited study on the performance of these two solutions, neither comparison between two individual protocols, nor integrative study. Therefore, we focus on the performance evaluation of the two IP-based handoff solutions, MIP and mSCTP, a new transport layer solution, in wireless IP convergent networks such that we verify the feasibility of the transport layer handoff comparing to MIP in future wireless IP networks.

In this paper, we introduce three performance metrics to compare the performance of MIP and mSCTP, including total handoff delay, end-to-end throughput, and packet loss. With the three performance metrics, we conduct an analysis and a simulation study using NS-2 network simulator [6] to evaluate the performance of MIP and mSCTP in UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks. We have observed the following characteristics of mSCTP over MIP:

- Total handoff delay of mSCTP is constant regardless of handoff rate while that of MIP increases proportional to handoff rate and residential time of a mobile node in foreign networks.
- End-to-end throughput of mSCTP is constant irrespective of handoff rate while that of MIP decreases proportional to handoff rate.
- mSCTP does not incur any packet loss based on its zero handoff delay while packet loss of MIP increases proportional to handoff rate such that transport layer transmission behavior can have negative effects.
- mSCTP does not require any third party agent while MIP needs additional efforts with the integration of agents into legacy architectures. This implies that mSCTP is easier to be deployed in heterogeneous networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of two IP-based handoff solutions, MIP and mSCTP. In Section 3, the vertical handoff architecture between UMTS and wireless LAN networks is described for in MIP and mSCTP, respectively. A detailed performance analysis of MIP and mSCTP operations is presented in Section 4. The simulation methodology, protocol suite, and simulation modules are presented in Section 5. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section 6 in which we compare the results from simulations with the analytical results. In Section 7, our observations and conclusions are summarized.

## 2. IP Mobility: Handoff Solutions

In this section, we describe two IP-based handoff solutions: a network layer approach, MIP and, a transport layer approach, mSCTP. First, we describe the basic
mechanism of MIP: agent discovery, registration, and tunneling. Then, SCTP and DAR extension of SCTP are covered as basic features of mSCTP.

2.1. Mobile IP: A Network Layer Approach

2.1.1. Overview

MIP is a network layer mobility solution for IP networks. MIP defines three basic components: a mobile node (MN) that wanders within MIP network; an home agent (HA), which is a special agent sitting on a router located in MN’s home link and a foreign agent (FA), which is yet another special agent built in a router residing in foreign links. These three components cooperate to locate and register the current IP address of an MN as it moves across different IP subnets. MIP is also designed to provide mobility transparent packet transmission service, called tunneling, to upper layer protocols.

MIP handoff consists of two phases: agent discovery and registration. Agent discovery is a period in which an MN detects its movement from one subnet to another and obtains a new IP address, called care-of-address (CoA). Registration is a procedure in which an MN informs the HA its CoA, and the HA updates the binding information according to the registration request.

Meanwhile, MIP is designed to provide mobility transparent packet forwarding to MN regardless of its location in foreign links. The mobility support is based on tunneling capability. From the information given by agent discovery, an HA sets up a virtual tunnel, which is a particular route, to the CoA of MN (either an FA’s CoA or a collocated CoA). The HA forwards the packets, originally destined to the home address of the MN, to the CoA of the MN. MIP provides three tunneling options: IP in IP encapsulation, minimal encapsulation, and generic routing encapsulation (GRE) [7].

2.1.2. Problems

Although MIP resolves host mobility in IP layer, additional agents and tunneling overheads degrade performance of data transmission to/from mobile host when handoff occurs. Such problems include:

- High handoff delay: MIP handoff delay is ascribed to agent discovery and registration periods as we discussed in this section. As we will discuss in Section 4, total MIP handoff delay increases proportional to handoff rate and the period of time MN stays in foreign links. Hence, MIP handoff can cause significant performance degradation, especially in large-scale mobility environments.
- Tunneling overhead: Tunneling mechanism of MIP offers mobility transparent routing service to upper layer protocols. However, two major drawbacks exist in tunneling. First, an additional IP header should be attached to an original IP datagram. The 20-byte overhead decreases end-to-end transmission throughput. Second, since tunneling generates a tunneling routing path, additional network delay cannot be avoided. Other issues such as conflict with network security solutions in MIP is beyond the scope of this paper [9].

2.1.3. Enhancement efforts

In order to reduce handoff delay and tunneling overhead incurred by MIP, quite a few enhancement efforts have been made. There have been many other extensions and drafts in terms of more general mobility architecture and performance, but we focus on MIP extensions regarding handoff performance. We discuss two major internet drafts MIP with route optimization and hierarchical MIP.

- Optimized routing: Optimized routing [10] is an MIP extension to reduce tunneling overhead. In this extension, MN informs its CoA to CN directly so that CN can send data packets to the CoA directly without tunneling by HA. In order to realize the optimized routing, CN maintains a binding cache in which CoAs of MN are being updated as MN moves. For example, MIP version 6 [11] supports route optimization, which allows a direct route between MNs and their CNs to bypass the home agent. CNs maintain a binding cache of the CoAs of MNs. When a CN sends packets to an MN, it first checks if it has a binding cache entry for the MN. If yes, the CN tunnels the packets directly to the CoA of the MN. If there is no binding cache entry available, then the CN sends the packets using the basic MIP procedure, that is, via MN’s home agent. MIP v6 includes imbedded binding updates and CoA configuration for the execution of location updates and for processing the change in the MN’s address.
- Regional registration and hierarchical MIP: Regional registration [12] and HMIP [13] are another MIP extension to reduce signaling overhead. Hierarchical MIP is categorized as a micro-mobility solution. When the frequency of an MN movement inside a subnet increases, signaling overhead for the...
MN’s registration of its CoA with the HA increases and cause high handoff delay. In order to reduce the signaling overhead, a hierarchical mobility agent, called gateway foreign agent (GFA) [12,14], is defined. Whenever a handoff is triggered from an MN movement, the MN registers its CoA with the most nearby local GFA. As the HA had already been noticed about the tunneling information to the GFA in the previous (or the first) registration, the tunneling of packets are processed in a hierarchical manner from the HA to the GFA, and the GFA to the FA, and the FA to the MN.

2.2. mobile SCTP: A Transport Layer Approach

mSCTP is a transport layer handoff solution based on SCTP [4] and DAR extension [5]. Originally designed to support telephony signaling messages, SCTP has been adopted as the third general purpose transport protocol by IETF, inheriting main features of TCP including the concept of flow control and congestion control. SCTP, in addition, provides two novel features, multi-homing and multi-streaming [15–17]. In addition, DAR extension is used to deliver messages of add-ip, delete-ip, and set-primary-ip requests. All mSCTP handoff procedures are processed between two end-to-end hosts without involving any third party agent.

As discussed in Subsection 2.1, one of the major problems of MIP is that an MN cannot keep communicating with a CN while it has to deal with its registration of its CoA with the HA during handoff period. However, mSCTP can provide a seamless handoff based on its multi-homing feature and DAR extension.

2.2.1. SCTP association and multi-homing

A transport endpoint in TCP/IP network is canonically defined as a pair of IP address and port number. In TCP, a connection is established between two IP addresses, port number endpoints, and a TCP connection is always one-to-one relationship of a single IP address from each endpoint. Unlike in TCP, an SCTP endpoint can multiplex multiple IP addresses on a multi-homed (interfaced) host. An SCTP association is defined as [a set of IP addresses at A]+[Port-A]+[a set of IP addresses at Z]+[Port-Z] [17]. That is, two SCTP endpoints, having set of IP addresses, have an SCTP association.

Meanwhile, an SCTP endpoint can establish multiple sessions (associations) to other endpoints at the same time [15]. That is, an SCTP endpoint can utilize its multi-homed network interfaces to signal to more than two peer nodes at a given moment. Based on association and multi-session features, an SCTP node can support multi-homing capability as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the MN and the CN establish an SCTP association. With the association, a multi-homed MN can utilize multi-path communications by signaling to the AP and the BS at the same time while staying in the coverage of both networks, and notice the CN to use either of the MN’s IP addresses as a destination IP address.

Since SCTP is a connection-oriented transport protocol, two endpoints should establish an association before exchanging data chunks. Unlike TCP, SCTP uses four-way handshake to setup an association [4]. Four-way handshake can prevent TCP SYN-flooding-attack, which is ascribed to the three-way handshake of the connection initialization of TCP. As SCTP is a reliable transport protocol, it has a procedure to close an existing association, which is a three-message handshake process. One of major differences between SCTP association close and TCP connection close process is that SCTP does not allow half-closed state that TCP does [4].

Once an association has been established, two SCTP endpoints can transfer user data. An SCTP packet is composed of an SCTP common header and number.
of chunks. A chunk is a unit of information within an SCTP packet [15]. As a unit of SCTP message building block, many different types of chunks have been defined, categorized into either control chunks or data chunks [4]. Multiple chunks can be bundled together in an SCTP packet, regardless of whether they are control chunks or data chunks.

2.2.2. Dynamic address reconfiguration (DAR)

DAR extension defines three major parameters: add IP address (add-IP), delete IP address (delete-IP), and set primary address (set-primary-IP) [5]. Add-IP is a parameter to add new IP addresses in an active association. Delete-IP is to delete IP addresses from an existing association. Set-primary-IP function is used to inform the other end node to change the destination IP address.

In order to deliver these DAR parameters, two additional chunks, address configuration change chunk (ASCONF) and address configuration acknowledgment (ASCONF-ACK), are defined [5]. It should be noticed that ASCONF chunks can be bundled with other data chunks in an active association during an mSCTP handoff procedure. This property of SCTP and DAR makes mSCTP handoff delay be neglected as we will discuss in Section 4.

2.2.3. mSCTP: make-before-break with multi-homing and DAR

In this section, we have discussed essential components of mSCTP including SCTP and DAR extension. Based on multi-homing feature of SCTP and DAR, make-before-break IP-based handoff is able to be performed.

During a handoff period, legacy network layer handoff mechanisms, including MIP, have a certain period in which an MN must communicate with agents other than its peer node, CN. Hence, the existing active connection suffers from packet losses, waste of bandwidth by transport layer slow start, and so on. As handoff delay increases, the performance degradation becomes bigger.

On the other hand, an mSCTP node can utilize two network adapters in an association to make a new data path while still communicating with its peer node. To perform a handoff, mSCTP exchange at most three pairs of ASCONF/ASCONF-ACK control chunks bundled with data chunks with its peer node. Figure 2 shows mSCTP handoff signaling messages. An MN has an ongoing communication with the CN through the BS node in this figure. For this communication, the MN used the network interface-1. During its movement to another interface, the MNbundle an add-IP ASCONF chunk together with data chunks, which an MN must communicate with agents other than CN. Hence, the existing active connection suffers from packet losses, waste of bandwidth by transport layer slow start, and so on. As handoff delay increases, the performance degradation becomes bigger.

Upon reception of the ASCONF-ACK chunk, the MN begins to use the interface-2. Delete-IP ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK can be exchanged to erase the old IP address from the association.

3. Vertical Handoff Architecture in Heterogeneous Networks

In this section, we discuss one of the promising trends in wireless networking, that is, the convergent networks and service. Then we describe to provide mobile services in wireless convergent networks, IP-based vertical handoff architecture is critical and use IP-based MIP and mSCTP as a case study.
3.1. Network and Service Convergence: Trend

Various wireless network services, including 2G, 2.5G/3G, and 802.11 Wi-Fi, are contemporarily wireless systems to meet different needs from customers. This variety comes from the fact that network operators decide type of network based on required coverage of network, target user base, their business profit, and so forth. The deployed networks are divided into three categories: wireless local area networks (LANs), wireless metro-area networks (MANs), and wireless wide area networks (WANs). Wireless LAN includes 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11a. Wireless MAN, which is targeting mobile Internet users in a city area, includes 802.16a, 802.16b, and 802.16e [18]. Wireless WAN includes all the current cellular infrastructure access networks such as CDMA2000, GSM, GPRS, and UMTS [19].

Among the different wireless access networks and services, Wireless LAN and wireless WAN have complementary characteristics. Wireless LAN generally provides relatively high data rate with small coverage while wireless WAN networks offer relatively low data rate with large coverage area. For instance, a wireless LAN standard, 802.11b, provides up to 11 Mbps data rate with a few hundred meters of radius while UMTS terristrial radio network (UTRAN) supports up to 2 Mbps data rate for fixed node and 386 Kbps for pedestrian users with a few kilometers of radius. Therefore, by using both of the network services, wireless coverage area is guaranteed with high data rate where wireless LAN services are available.

However, we should notice that certain problems exist due to the heterogeneity of the different technologies. Since it is wireless mobile communication, mobility support is again one of the most fundamental problems that need to be solved. In this paper, in order to evaluate the performance of handoff effects in integrated networks, UMTS/802.11b integrated networks are investigated. In the next section, we discuss the IP-based handoff mechanisms for the vertical handoff between UMTS and 802.11b networks.

3.2. IP-Based Vertical Handoff in UMTS/802.11b

In addition to the existing IP-based wireless networks and services such as Wi-Fi hot spots, commercial cellular networks and services are also evolving toward all-IP networks due to many technological and economical reasons. Thus, IP-based handoff solutions will be essential part of future wireless IP convergent networks. In the paper, in order to focus on only the handoff performance, we study loosely-coupled vertical handoff architecture [20] where 802.11b wireless LAN does not have any correlation with UMTS network but directly connected to public IP networks.

3.2.1. Mobile IP vertical handoff

MIP, as an Internet Standard, has been deployed widely in various networks and services. For instance, 3GPP2 adopted MIP as a standard IP mobility solution and uses MIP in the packet switching domain of the network. Moreover, the deployed MIP service has already been used to integrate the CDMA2000 network and the 802.11 wireless LAN network. An example of this integrated network services is the network service product called, NETSPOT SWING, provided by a Korean network operator, KTF. The concept of the service is that the multi-homed user device always connects to the CDMA2000 cellular service and MIP Handoff occurs whenever the user enters a Wi-Fi hotspot area.

For UMTS network, MIP has not yet been adopted as a standard IP mobility solution. One of the disadvantages of MIP from an architectural point of view is that it requires additional components, that is, HA and FA have to be installed in certain routers and/or network gateways. Figure 3 shows an example of MIP vertical handoff architecture in
4. Performance Analysis of Mobile IP and Mobile SCTP Handoff

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MIP and mSCTP handoff with regard to handoff delay, end-to-end throughput, and packet loss. In Section 5, we conduct a simulation study with corresponding system models in UMTS/802.11b-integrated network.

3GPP R5 is the release that followed R99 and R4. The main issues in R5 are GSM/EDGE RAN (GERAN) and IP transport within the access network [21].

Copyright © 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

4.1. Handoff Delay

Handoff delay is $t_{h-1} - t_n$, for all $n$, where $t_n$ is the time a packet sequence $n$ is received on IP(A), an existing IP address of an MN, and $t_{h-1}$ is the time a packet sequence $n + 1$ is received on IP(B), which is a newly obtained IP address by the MN’s movement into a new IP subnet. For analysis of handoff delay, we denote certain time of delay in particular operations during handoff procedures as $T$ with subscripts.

4.1.1. Handoff delay in Mobile IP, $T_{MIP}$

During the defined handoff delay period, MIP incurs two activities, agent discovery and registration, to process a handoff (see Subsection 2.1). Hence, MIP handoff delay ($T_{MIP}$) consists of two phases: agent discovery ($T_{ad}$) period and registration ($T_{reg}$) period. That is,

$$T_{MIP} = T_{ad} + T_{reg}$$

Agent discovery ($T_{ad}$) and registration ($T_{reg}$), in turn, are composed of the following operations, respectively:

- Agent discovery ($T_{ad}$) Agent discovery ($T_{ad}$) period consists of agent solicitation ($T_{aa}$), agent advertisement ($T_{aa}$), and CoA processing time ($T_{CoA}$), of an MN. As we have discussed in Subsection 2.1, MIP handoff occurs when an MN moves from one subnet to another. For the movement detection of MN, agent discovery ($T_{ad}$) is executed by an MN and an FA (or possibly HA) cooperation.

- Agent solicitation ($T_{aa}$) Agent solicitation ($T_{aa}$) is a modified ICMP message broadcasted by an MN to search for an agent. Agent advertisement ($T_{aa}$) is also a modified ICMP broadcast message sent by an agent [22]. CoA processing time ($T_{CoA}$) represents time taken by MN to dispatch a CoA from FA’s agent advertisement message [13]. As a result, the delay incurred by agent discovery is:

$$T_{ad} = T_{aa} + T_{CoA}$$

By accomplishing the above three operations, agent discovery period of MIP ($T_{ad}$) makes MN ready to trigger registration procedure ($T_{reg}$) with its obtained CoA.

- Registration ($T_{reg}$) Once an MN obtained a CoA from FA’s agent advertisement, it triggers registration ($T_{reg}$) of its CoA with the HA. Registration ($T_{reg}$) period is composed of registration request ($T_{req-reg}$) by MN, binding entry update for a new
CoA (TBU) by the HA, and registration response (Treg-RES) by the HA. That is,
\[ T_{\text{reg}} = T_{\text{reg-REQ}} + T_{\text{BU}} + T_{\text{reg-RES}} \] (3)

Registration process can be successfully completed only when all the parties do not encounter any error during Treg-REQ, TBU, and Treg-RES periods. If any error occurs (mostly authentication failure), the HA sends a registration reply message with a corresponding error code and registration request message is retransmitted by the MN after proper handling of the error specified in error code field. In order to prevent denial-of-service attack, which an unauthorized malicious node can flood registration traffic to an HA, registration request (Treg-REQ) and registration response (Treg-RES) messages should be authenticated by an HA and an MN, respectively.

Registration request (Treg-REQ) and registration response (Treg-RES) are delivered in UDP packets. Finally, agent discovery period and registration period constitutes MIP handoff delay (TmSCTP) as follows:
\[ T_{\text{MIP}} = T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{reg}} \]
\[ = T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{ra}} + T_{\text{ad}} \]
\[ + T_{\text{reg-REQ}} + T_{\text{BU}} + T_{\text{reg-RES}} \] (4)

In Equation (4), agent discovery (Tad) period is an inevitable procedure due to the fact that the movement of an MN should be detected at IP layer. However, registration (Treg) period is part of the handoff delay in MIP because MIP is a network layer, modified routing mechanism. MIP updates its routing information located in HA’s binding update table upon a registration request from an MN which obtained a new CoA.

Including binding update (TBU) period and an additional authentication overhead, registration delay (Treg) can be significantly long when an MN communicates with others in a large scale of mobility environment. It should be noticed that handoff delay (TmSCTP) may interrupt on-going data transmission such that end-to-end throughput decreases and data packet loss possibly occurs.

4.1.2. Handoff delay in mobile SCTP: TmSCTP

During the handoff period, mSCTP handoff generates router discovery procedure performed between an MN and an access router, and DAR procedure between an MN and a CN. Hence, in order to analyze mSCTP handoff delay (TmSCTP), we employ router discovery period (Tad) and DAR period (TDar), then mSCTP handoff delay TmSCTP is given by:
\[ T_{\text{mSCTP}} = T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{Dar}} \] (5)

Router discovery (Tad) period and DAR (TDar) procedure, in turn, are composed of the following operations, respectively:

- **Router discovery (Tad)**: Router discovery (Tad) period is composed of router solicitation (Tsa), router advertisement (Tra), and processing time of newly obtained IP (Tnew-ip) in an MN’s protocol stack. That is,
\[ T_{\text{ad}} = T_{\text{sa}} + T_{\text{ra}} + T_{\text{new-ip}} \] (6)

Router discovery (Tad) procedure of mSCTP is different from agent discovery (Tad) of MIP in two folds. First, agent advertisement (Taa) of MIP uses a modified ICMP router advertisement (Taa) [23]. On the other hand, mSCTP handoff can use a standard ICMP router advertisement message, which is at least 12-byte shorter than an agent advertisement of MIP. This means that the signaling overhead in router discovery (Tad) of mSCTP is not greater than that of agent discovery (Tad) of MIP. That is,
\[ \text{MIP} : T_{\text{ad}} > \text{mSCTP} : T_{\text{ad}} \] (7)

Second and more importantly, router discovery (Tad) of mSCTP can be performed while transmitting data packets in an SCTP association exploiting multi-homing feature of SCTP. Hence, actual delay caused by mSCTP router discovery (Tad) can be neglected. That is,
\[ T_{\text{ad}} \approx 0 \] (8)

- **Dynamic address reconfiguration (TDar)**: The other part of mSCTP handoff procedure is a transport layer dynamic IP address configuration procedure employed from DAR extension of SCTP. DAR procedure period (TDar) consists of three ASCONF parameters: add IP (Tadd-ip) procedure, set-primary-IP (Tset-primary-ip) procedure, and delete-IP (Tdelete-ip) procedure. That is,
\[ T_{\text{Dar}} = T_{\text{add-ip}} + T_{\text{set-primary-ip}} + T_{\text{delete-ip}} \] (9)

Copyright © 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Each ASCONF parameter is delivered in an ASCONF chunk and replied in an ASCONF-ACK chunk. Therefore, three pairs of ASCONF/ASCONF-ACKs are exchanged (see Subsections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3):

$$T_{\text{DAR}} = 3 \times (T_{\text{ASCONF}} + T_{\text{ASCONF-ACK}})$$ (10)

As we discussed in Subsection 2.2.2, all the control chunks in DAR procedure can be bundled with other data chunks in mSCTP transmission. Thus, the actual delay caused by DAR ($T_{\text{DAR}}$) procedure also becomes zero. This is a very important fact such that the handoff delay of mSCTP ($T_{\text{mSCTP}}$) becomes zero.

Consequently, mSCTP handoff delay is expressed as:

$$T_{\text{mSCTP}} = T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{DAR}}$$

$$= (T_e + T_a + T_{\text{new-IP}})$$

$$+ (T_{\text{add-IP}} + T_{\text{set-primary-IP}} + T_{\text{del-IP}})$$

$$= (T_e + T_a + T_{\text{new-IP}})$$

$$T_{\text{add}} = 0 \text{ (by multi-homing)}$$

$$+ [3 \times (T_{\text{ASCONF}} + T_{\text{ASCONF-ACK}})]$$

$$T_{\text{ASCONF-ACK}} = 0 \text{ (by chunk-bundling)}$$

$$\approx 0$$ (11)

As we will discuss in Subsection 4.2, although DAR procedure incurs a constant throughput decrease, it allows mSCTP supports quasi-seamless handoff (i.e., $T_{\text{mSCTP}} \approx 0$).

4.1.3. Comparison of handoff delay in MIP ($T_{\text{MIP}}$) and mSCTP ($T_{\text{mSCTP}}$)

As discussed in Subsections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, MIP agent discovery ($T_{\text{ad}}$) and mSCTP router discovery ($T_{\text{rd}}$) are as follows:

$$T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{rd}} + T_{\text{CoA}}$$

$$\approx T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{rd}} + T_{\text{new-IP}}$$

mSCTP ($T_{\text{rd}} = 0$ by chunk-bundling)

That is,

$$\text{MIP} : T_{\text{ad}} \gg m\text{SCTP} : T_{\text{rd}}$$ (13)

As shown in Equation (12), agent discovery ($T_{\text{ad}}$) of MIP is greater than router discovery ($T_{\text{rd}}$) of mSCTP since multi-homing feature of SCTP makes the actual delay of router discovery ($T_{\text{ad}}$) of mSCTP be neglected (refer to Equation (5)).

Likewise, the relationship between MIP registration delay ($T_{\text{reg}}$) and mSCTP DAR procedure ($T_{\text{DAR}}$) is as follows:

$$T_{\text{reg-REQ}} + T_{\text{BU}} + T_{\text{reg-RES}}$$

MIP ($T_{\text{reg}}$)

$$\gg T_{\text{add-IP}} + T_{\text{set-primary-IP}} + T_{\text{del-IP}}$$

mSCTP ($T_{\text{BU}} = 0$ by chunk-bundling)

That is,

$$\text{MIP} : T_{\text{reg}} \gg m\text{SCTP} : T_{\text{DAR}}$$ (15)

This is because the ASCONF chunks in the DAR procedure ($T_{\text{DAR}}$) can be bundled with other data chunks in mSCTP transmission (refer to Equation (5)). Finally, we come to the following conclusion for handoff delay of MIP ($T_{\text{MIP}}$) and handoff delay of mSCTP ($T_{\text{mSCTP}}$):

$$\text{MIP} : T_{\text{ad}} + T_{\text{reg}} \gg m\text{SCTP} : T_{\text{rd}} + T_{\text{DAR}}$$ (16)

That is,

$$\text{MIP} : T_{\text{MIP}} \gg m\text{SCTP} : T_{\text{mSCTP}}$$ (17)

As demonstrated in Section 6, when handoff rate increases, the accumulated total handoff delay of MIP increases and affects the overall transmission throughput while that of mSCTP is fairly constant near zero, which means seamless data transmissions in a large scale mobility environment.

4.2. End-to-End Throughput

The second parameter we analyze is end-to-end throughput of MIP and mSCTP. As discussed in Subsection 4.1, MIP incurs certain handoff delay, which directly affects end-to-end throughput decrease. In addition, tunneling overhead is to be considered as a throughput degradation factor as well.

In case of mSCTP, router discovery and DAR procedure are required to allow a CN become aware of the newly obtained IP address of an MN. However, mSCTP handoff delay can be neglected as shown in Equation (5) in Subsection 4.1, and no other significant factors affect end-to-end throughput of mSCTP. In this section, we introduce a new variable, number of handoff or handoff rate, to analyze end-to-end throughput.
of MIP and mSCTP with regard to handoff rate. End-to-end throughput shows how the two different handoff protocols affect the overall transmission efficiency.

End-to-end throughput is the total data bits an end node receives during transmission duration.

### 4.2.1. End-to-end throughput in MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$)

Since MIP handoff incurs data loss during its handoff delay periods, end-to-end transmission throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$), when $\delta$ number of handoff occurs during $T_s$, of transmission period, can be denoted as follows:

$$\eta_{\text{MIP}} = \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} - \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \frac{\lambda_{\text{MIP}}}{T_s} + \frac{l_{\text{tunnel}}}{T_s} \right)$$

$$\approx \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} - \left[ \frac{\left( \delta \times \lambda_{\text{MIP}} \right) + l_{\text{tunnel}}}{T_s} \right] \text{ (bps) (18)}$$

As shown in Equation (18), end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) is total TCP traffic offered ($\mu_{\text{TCP}}$) subtracted by total data loss due to MIP handoff delay (sum of $\lambda_{\text{MIP}}$ where $i = 1$ to $\delta$) and tunneling overhead ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$) divided by total transmission duration ($T_s$). Hence, end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) depends upon loss of traffic due to MIP handoff ($l_{\text{MIP}}$), and tunneling overhead ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$). End-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) decreases proportional to number of handoff during the transmission period ($\delta$).

Now, let us examine amount of data loss due to MIP handoff ($l_{\text{MIP}}$) and tunneling overhead ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$):

$$l_{\text{MIP}} = \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} \times F_{\text{MIP}}$$

which represents the average data loss per MIP handoff ($l_{\text{MIP}}$) in (bit) terms of MIP handoff delay ($T_{\text{MIP}}$) discussed in Subsection 4.1.

$$l_{\text{tunnel}} = \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} \times \frac{F_{\text{MIP}}}{576} \times 4608$$

where $F_{\text{MIP}} = 160$ (bit) and PMTU = 4608(bit), then

$$l_{\text{tunnel}} \approx 0.0347 \times \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} \times T_{\text{MIP}}$$

Equation (21) shows data loss incurred by MIP tunneling ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$) during the transmission period. The variable $T_{\text{MIP}}$ denotes the total time an MN stays in foreign links other than its home link such that tunneling is required. $F_{\text{MIP}}$ is the size of tunneling (outer) IP header attached to tunneling packets. PMTU is a path maximum transmission unit to which all the packets larger than this should be fragmented. Here, we assume that PMTU is set to 576 bytes (4608 bits) since 576-byte is the size of a packet that all IPv4 nodes must be able to receive. As a result, in Equation (4.21), tunneling overhead ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$) can be explained as $0.0347 \times F_{\text{MIP}}$ bit per fragmented IP datagram multiplied by the fraction of data traffic when an MN stays in foreign links.

Therefore, we can observe in Equations (19) and (21) that data loss due to MIP handoff ($l_{\text{MIP}}$) and tunneling overhead ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$) increase proportional directly to MIP handoff delay ($T_{\text{MIP}}$) and the fraction of period of time an MN stays in foreign links ($T_{\text{MIP}}$).

Now, by plugging the result of (7) and (21) into (7), end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) is derived as follows:

$$\eta_{\text{MIP}} \approx \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} - \left[ \frac{\left( \delta \times \lambda_{\text{MIP}} \right) + l_{\text{tunnel}}}{T_s} \right]$$

As shown in Equation (18), end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) is total TCP traffic offered ($\mu_{\text{TCP}}$) subtracted by total data loss due to MIP handoff delay (sum of $\lambda_{\text{MIP}}$ where $i = 1$ to $\delta$) and tunneling overhead ($l_{\text{tunnel}}$) divided by total transmission duration ($T_s$).

Thus, end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) also decreases directly proportional to MIP handoff delay ($T_{\text{MIP}}$) and the fraction of period of time an MN stays in foreign links ($T_{\text{MIP}}$). In addition, when the number of handoff during the transmission period ($\delta$) increases, end-to-end throughput ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) of MIP decreases proportional to this handoff rate.

### 4.2.2. End-to-end throughput in mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$)

End-to-end throughput of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$) with $\delta$ handoff (number of handoff during $T_s$) is denoted as follows:

$$\eta_{\text{mSCTP}} = \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} - \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \frac{l_{\text{MIP}} \left( \lambda_{\text{MIP}} \right) + l_{\text{tunnel}}}{T_s}$$

$$\approx \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}}}{T_s} - \left[ \frac{\left( \delta \times \lambda_{\text{MIP}} \right) + l_{\text{tunnel}}}{T_s} \right] \text{ (bps) (23)}$$
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where $l_{\text{ASC}i(i)}$ denotes data loss incurred by ith mSCTP handoff delay. $l_{\text{DAR}}$ represents DAR chunk overhead for an mSCTP handoff. End-to-end throughput of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$) is the total SCTP traffic offered ($C_{\text{SCTP}}$) subtracted by the total data loss due to mSCTP handoff delay (sum of $l_{\text{ASC}i(i)}$ where $i = 1$ to b) and DAR chunk overhead, divided by the total transmission duration ($T_s$). Hence, end-to-end throughput of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$) depends on the amount of data loss due to mSCTP handoff ($l_{\text{ASC}i}$) and decreases directly proportional to handoff rate. Now, let us discuss data loss incurred by mSCTP handoff delay ($l_{\text{ASC}i}$) and DAR chunk overhead ($l_{\text{DAR}}$) (We employ a parameter, $l_{\text{ASC}i}$, average data loss per mSCTP handoff):

$$l_{\text{ASC}i} = \frac{C_{\text{ASCONF}}}{T_s}$$

where $T_{\text{ASC}i} \approx 0$

$$\eta_{\text{mSCTP}} = \frac{\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}}{T_s}$$

Because the average handoff delay of mSCTP is zero (see Equation (5)), $l_{\text{ASC}i}$ becomes zero.

$$l_{\text{DAR}} = 3 \times (C_{\text{ASCONF}} + C_{\text{ASCONF-ACK}})$$

where $C_{\text{ASCONF}} = 192$ bits, and $C_{\text{ASCONF-ACK}} = 64$ bits.

$$l_{\text{DAR}} = 3 \times (192 + 64)$$

$$= 768 \text{ bits}$$

Equation (26) shows DAR chunk overhead ($l_{\text{DAR}}$), similar to Equation (10), three DAR ASCONF parameters (add-IP, set-primary-IP, and delete-IP) require three pairs of ASCONF/ASCONF-ACK chunk. Thus, DAR procedure incurs three times $C_{\text{ASCONF}}$ and $C_{\text{ASCONF-ACK}}$, bit overhead per mSCTP handoff. Since the size of ASCONF chunk and ASCONF-ACK chunk are 192 bits and 64 bits, respectively (see Subsubsection 2.2.2), $l_{\text{DAR}}$ becomes 768 bits Equation (26).

Although the three pairs of ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK chunks can be bundled with other data chunks, it incurs 768 bits throughput decrease. As a result, loss of traffic due to mSCTP handoff ($l_{\text{ASC}i}$) converges to a constant value, 768 bits, which is not significant over handoff rate.

Now, by applying the results of Equations (25) and (26) to Equation (23), end-to-end throughput of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$) is derived as follows:

$$\eta_{\text{mSCTP}} = \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}} - \{l_{\text{ASC}i} - l_{\text{DAR}}\}}{T_s}$$

where $\mu_{\text{TCP}} = \mu_{\text{TCP}} - \{l_{\text{ASC}i} - l_{\text{DAR}}\}$

We can see that end-to-end throughput of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$) is represented as the total SCTP traffic load ($\mu_{\text{TCP}}$) subtracted by 768-bit DAR procedure overhead for number of handoffs during the transmission, divided by the transmission duration ($T_s$). That is, mSCTP handoff does not incur much loss of traffic and is able to support seamless handoff with a constant 768-bit throughput decrease per handoff.

4.2.2. Comparison of end-to-end throughput in MIP and mSCTP

To compare end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) and that of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$), we refer to the derived throughput of $\eta_{\text{MIP}}$ in Equation (22) and $\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$ in Equation (23):

$$\eta_{\text{MIP}} \leq \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}} - \{l_{\text{ASC}i} + \{l_{\text{DAR}}\} \}}{T_s}$$

$$\approx \frac{\mu_{\text{TCP}} - \{l_{\text{DAR}}\} }{T_s}$$

Thus, end-to-end throughput of MIP ($\eta_{\text{MIP}}$) decreases by the product of number of handoff ($\delta$) and MIP handoff delay ($T_{\text{fl}}$) and the fraction of the period of time MN stays in foreign links ($T_{\text{fl}}$). On the other hand, end-to-end throughput of mSCTP ($\eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$) maintains total offered traffic load excluding 768-bit per handoff (which does not depend on handoff delay) divided by transmission duration ($T_s$), which proves:

$$\text{MIP} : \eta_{\text{MIP}} \ll \text{mSCTP} : \eta_{\text{mSCTP}}$$

4.3. Packet Loss

In this section, we analyze packet loss based on handoff delay and data loss discussed in the above two sections. Packet loss is the total number of packets lost during handoff periods.
4.3.1. Packet loss in MIP: $L_{\text{MIP}}$

Packet loss of MIP handoff ($L_{\text{MIP}}$) can be represented as follows:

$$L_{\text{MIP}} = \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \frac{l_{\text{MIP}}(i)}{S}$$

$$\approx \frac{\delta \times l_{\text{MIP}}}{S} \quad \text{(number of packet)}$$

$$= \frac{\delta \times \frac{\sum S}{T_{\text{MIP}}}}{S}$$

$$= \delta \times T_{\text{MIP}} \times \frac{\beta_{\text{TCP}}}{S 	imes T_s}$$

(31)

where $l_{\text{MIP}}(i)$ denotes data loss incurred by $i$th MIP handoff delay. Packet loss of MIP handoff ($L_{\text{MIP}}$) with $\delta$ handoff during transmission duration ($T_s$) is the sum of data loss incurred by each handoff divided by a packet size ($S$). As a result of derivation of Equation (32), MIP handoff ($L_{\text{MIP}}$) is directly proportional to the handoff delay and handoff rate product.

4.3.2. Packet loss in mSCTP: $L_{\text{mSCTP}}$

Packet loss of mSCTP handoff ($L_{\text{mSCTP}}$) can also be denoted as the sum of data loss incurred by each handoff delay divided by a packet size ($S$).

$$L_{\text{mSCTP}} = \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \frac{l_{\text{mSCTP}}(i)}{S}$$

$$\approx \frac{\delta \times l_{\text{mSCTP}}}{S} \quad \text{(number of packet)}$$

$$= \frac{\delta \times \frac{\sum S}{T_{\text{mSCTP}}}}{S}$$

$$= \delta \times T_{\text{mSCTP}} \times \frac{\beta_{\text{TCP}}}{S \times T_s}$$

(32)

However, in the above Equation (32), packet loss of mSCTP ($L_{\text{mSCTP}}$) becomes zero since an average handoff delay of mSCTP is zero as derived in Equation (5). That is, mSCTP packet loss is theoretically zero regardless of handoff rate.

4.3.3. Comparison of packet loss in MIP ($L_{\text{MIP}}$) and mSCTP ($L_{\text{mSCTP}}$)

Packet loss, in the paper, shows how reliably handoff protocol supports data transport between an MN and a CN. From Equations (31) and (32), it turned out that the packet loss of mSCTP handoff is less that that of MIP.

$$L_{\text{MIP}} \approx \frac{\delta \times T_{\text{MIP}} \times \beta_{\text{TCP}}}{S \times T_s} \gg L_{\text{mSCTP}} \approx 0 \quad (33)$$

Especially, as handoff rate becomes higher, packet loss of MIP and mSCTP has greater difference, which means end-to-end transmission of mSCTP can be more reliable and efficient than that of MIP. Finally, we have the following result with packet loss of MIP and mSCTP.

$$MIP: L_{\text{MIP}} \gg mSCTP: L_{\text{mSCTP}} \quad (34)$$

5. Simulation Methodology

In previous sections, we have discussed the network layer handoff, MIP, and the transport layer handoff, mSCTP. We evaluated the performance of the two different handoff mechanisms with regard to handoff delay, end-to-end throughput, and packet loss. In this section, we describe details of our simulation and results. First, we introduce major modules used in our simulation. Second, our system model, including the network architecture, handoff protocol stacks, and designed scenarios, is followed. Finally, we represent and analyze the simulation results in terms of total handoff delay, end-to-end throughput, and packet loss in UMTS/802.11b-integrated network.

5.1. NS-2 and Related Modules

For the simulations of the described network architectures in this chapter, NS-2 network simulator [6] has been used. In addition, a contributed module, NS-2 SCTP [24], has been patched into an original NS-2 version 2.26 [25]. Meanwhile, NS-2 does not provide any standard CDMA implementation at the moment. Hence, we modified settings of existing wireless LAN MAC protocol to simulate UMTS access network.

5.2. System Models

5.2.1. Assumptions

We start with the basic assumptions made for our system model.

• Coverage of networks Throughout our simulation work, we assume that the coverage of networks is
overlapped. No matter which handoff protocols are used, physically exclusive networks cannot avoid fundamental interruption of data transmission. Thus, we set this assumption to evaluate handoff protocols in seamlessly covered areas.

- **Multi-homed facility.** Multi-homing capability of an mSCTP MN is a basic assumption set by the protocol itself. We have built the mSCTP simulation models based on this assumption.

- **MIP in UMTS.** Unlike in 3GPP2, MIP has not yet been adopted as a standard mobility solution in 3GPP. In the released UMTS architecture, we assume that the Node-B has MIP agent capability for simulation purpose.

- **Simplified UTRAN protocol stack.** As it is the simulation of IP layer handoff and transport layer handoff targeting all-IP oriented environment, the UMTS UTRAN interface protocol stack has been simplified for the purpose of focusing on the different handoff mechanism itself. Details of protocol stacks will be discussed in Subsection 5.3.

### 5.2.2. Network architecture

The network architecture is designed to simulate three handoff protocol stacks in UMTS/802.11b wireless LAN integrated networks: MIP+TCP, MIP+SCTP, and mSCTP. (We will describe the protocol stacks in Subsection 5.3 with more details.) Figure 5(a) shows the UMTS/802.11b wireless LAN integrated networks architecture. Figure 5(b) and (c) represent the corresponding NS-2 topologies for the network architecture. In Figure 5(b) topology, MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP have been simulated, and in Figure 5(c), mSCTP has been simulated. In order to simulate mSCTP handoff in UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks in Figure 5(c), three NS-2 nodes (MN core, MN if0, and MN if1) have been employed. During the handoff period, MN if0 interface and MN if1 interface maintain multiple end-to-end connections in a form of SCTP association. The multi-homing feature enables an mSCTP MN perform virtually seamless handoff by maintaining more than a single stream of communication.

### 5.3. Protocol Stacks

In this section, the three handoff protocol stacks used in the simulation are described. The three protocol stacks include TCP over MIP (MIP+TCP), SCTP over MIP (MIP+SCTP), and mSCTP. MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP are categorized as network layer handoff solutions, and
mSCTP is in the category of transport layer handoff solution.

5.3.1. TCP over MIP (MIP+TCP)

As the first set of handoff protocol, we use MIP+TCP. This protocol stack is to simulate the traditional MIP handoff approach. Figure 6 shows MIP+TCP protocol stack. In L3, MN and HA/FA are set with NS-2 MIP module to support network layer handoff. Once MN moves into a new foreign link, MIP-enabled AP (HA/FA) node tunnels packets to the MN through router nodes including the FA. Fixed nodes provide regular IP protocol. In L4, two end nodes, MN and CN, establish TCP connection based on NS-2 TCP agent module.

5.3.2. SCTP over MIP (MIP+SCTP)

As the second set of handoff protocol, we used MIP+SCTP to evaluate the performance of MIP while giving a fair comparison with mSCTP handoff. By using SCTP as a transport layer protocol over MIP, MIP and mSCTP can be compared under the effect of the same transmission mechanism. As in traditional MIP, handoff can be supported by MIP+SCTP based on the registration of CoA and packet tunneling in network layer by HA and FA. Only difference from MIP+TCP is that SCTP transport protocol is sat on MIP capability. Figure 7 shows MIP+SCTP protocol stack. As Figure 7 shows, MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP protocol stacks are identical with regard to the structure except the fact that the two protocol stacks use different transport layer protocols. That is, in MIP+SCTP L4 layer, two end nodes, MN and CN, establish SCTP connection based on NS-2 SCTP module. Both protocol stacks were designed to evaluate network layer (L3) handoff performance based on MIP. However, MIP+SCTP is designed to compare network layer handoff to transport layer handoff with fairness in terms of transmission capability.

5.3.3. mobile SCTP (mSCTP)

As a third set of handoff protocol, we use mSCTP which is to simulate the transport layer end-to-end handoff mechanism. With this protocol stack, all the data packets are routed based on regular IP routing mechanism. Figure 8 shows mSCTP protocol stack. In L3, MN and CN...
AP nodes are set with regular IP module since no agent is required in this protocol stack. In L4, two end nodes, MN and CN, establish mSCTP association based on NS-2 SCTP module. MN and CN also interact in end-to-end manner based on DAR extension (see Subsubsection 2.2.2) to support transport layer handoff.

5.4. Simulation Scenarios

In this section, we define the simulation scenarios based on the network architecture, the protocol stacks, and additional parameters including the direction of transmission, handoff rate, and MN movement pattern.

5.4.1. Scenarios

The scenarios include two MIP handoff protocols (MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP) and mSCTP handoff in UMTS/802.11b-integrated network architecture described in Subsubsection 5.2.2. The scenarios are designed to evaluate the performance of MIP handoff and mSCTP handoff in a fair manner. That is, we assumed the transmission behavior of TCP is fairly different from that of SCTP with regard to its congestion control, flow control mechanism, interaction with other layers in the stack, etc., so it should be required to simulate the behavior of SCTP as a pure transport layer protocol over MIP and compare it to mSCTP transmission.

In summary, Table I lists the simulation scenarios designed based on the network architecture and the three protocol stacks.

5.4.2. Handoff Rate

In order to evaluate the performance of the three handoff protocol stacks, we introduce a variable \( \delta \) and investigated how the three handoff protocol stacks react with respect to total handoff delay, end-to-end throughput, and packet loss. The reason we employed handoff rate \( \delta \) is to measure the variation of performance parameters according to different scale of mobility. Hence our simulation results will show which handoff protocol is more seamless and reliable irrespective of handoff rate \( \delta \). For nomadic users, the performance of handoff protocol does not give much negative effect, but we aimed to evaluate the performance of the handoff protocols for ubiquitous users.

During 600 seconds of transmission duration, 0 to 10 handoff occurrences have been simulated. That is, the lowest rate of 0 handoff to the highest rate of 10 handoffs per 10-min unit time have been simulated to evaluate the performance of the three handoff protocol stacks.

5.4.3. MN Movement

Figure 9 shows the MN movement pattern. An AP, A, and a Node-B, B, are placed in UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks topology. The radius of an 802.11b network is set to 250 m, and that of UMTS is set to 500 m. The MN, initially, stays in the coordination of \((250, 250)\) in UMTS region. According to the handoff rate to simulate, the MN moves between UMTS and 802.11b networks.
region and 802.11b region. The MN moves at a constant velocity of 10 m/s (or 36 km/h). The time for MN to reach the overlapped region is approximately 7.07 s and the time taken in the overlapped region is approximately 7.07 s. In this heterogeneous environment, we also targeted a semi-vehicular speed node in a city area to simulate highly movement-oriented environment.

5.4.4. Traffic

For all the simulation scenarios, the same FTP traffic is used. FTP data packets are transmitted for 600 s (from 30 s to 630 s period). We gave initial 30-s period to obtain stable link status before transmission.

6. Results in UMTS/802.11B-Integrated Networks

In this section, we evaluate the performance of MIP and mSCTP handoff by comparative analysis based on the simulation results in UMTS/802.11b integrated networks.

6.1. Uplink Behaviors

Figure 10 shows an example of the uplink (MN to CN) transmission behavior (with five handoffs in the unit time, 10-min) of the three protocol stacks in UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks. The x-axis in Figure 10 represents the simulation duration, and the y-axis is the number of total bits received at CN. Each line of graph shows the transmission bit rate of each handoff protocol. Five handoff delay periods are recognized in both MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP protocol stacks. Although MIP+SCTP CN received more data than that of MIP+TCP, both protocol stacks show inherent handoff delay of MIP due to its registration period. On the other hand, mSCTP handoff shows the highest transmission rate without any delayed period.
This is because mSCTP uses multi-homing and DAR procedure, which provides ASCONF chunk bundling in ordinary data packets (see Subsubsection 2.2.2). In Figure 10, it should be noted that the data rate varies during the transmission period. According to the position of MN, whether it is in UMTS Node-B coverage or in 802.11b AP coverage, MN utilizes the underlying network data rates.

6.1.1. Total handoff delay

We measured the total accumulated handoff delay during the simulation duration. Handoff delay in MIP includes registration period while mSCTP requires DAR procedure (see Subsection 2.2.2). As mSCTP DAR procedure sends and receives at most three pairs of ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK control chunks (256-bit per each pair) bundling with the other data chunks, the handoff delay can be neglected although it incurs a 768-bit throughput decrease per handoff. Figure 11 shows the uplink (MN to CN) handoff delay of MIP+TCP, MIP+SCTP, and mSCTP over handoff rate.

Total handoff delays versus handoff rate shows how the handoff delay of each handoff protocol reacts when scale of mobility varies. In Figure 11, the total handoff delays of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP linearly increase as expected from our analysis in Subsection 4.1.1 as shown in Equations (4) and (5). In contrast, mSCTP handoff does not incur any delay irrespective of the handoff rate. This is due to the fundamental difference between MIP handoff registration procedure and mSCTP DAR procedure. That is, mSCTP can trigger DAR procedure by bundling ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK chunks with the other data chunks.

The result shows that the handoff delay of two MIP protocol stacks becomes more significant as handoff rate increases. As we discussed in Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.3.1, handoff delay and handoff rate product directly affects the end-to-end throughput and packet loss. Thus, MIP cannot be a proper handoff approach in large scale mobility environments. On the other hand, mSCTP does not affect any significant throughput decrease nor packet loss by keeping handoff delay zero regardless of handoff rate.

6.1.2. End-to-end throughput

In the analysis in Subsections 4.2, we concluded end-to-end throughput of MIP decreases directly proportional to the product of handoff delay and handoff rate while that of mSCTP decreases at most 768-bit per handoff in Equations (22) and (23). In the simulation, each scenario has been run with ten different handoff rates (0 to 10 handoff occurrences in 10-min unit time). The uplink end-to-end throughput has been calculated as the total number of bits received at CN divided by the transmission duration. Figure 12 shows the uplink (MN to CN) end-to-end throughput in bit-per-second (bps) over the handoff rate. For all the three handoff protocol stacks, the end-to-end throughput with 1-handoff is increased from the case of zero-handoff. This is due to the fact that the MN utilize the higher bandwidth of 802.11b from 1-handoff scenarios (see MN movement in Subsection 5.4). This result shows the benefit of the network convergence paradigm we discussed in
The packet loss over the handoff rate shows how the
delay and handoff rate product affects the degradation
of end-to-end throughput in spite of the benefit of the
network integration.

Second, MIP+SCTP produces about 1.196 Mbps
down-to-end throughput when no handoff occurs.
The end-to-end throughput of MIP+SCTP reaches
1.219 Mbps in 1-handoff scenario due to the bandwidth
benefit of 802.11b network. However, it goes down
to approximately 954 Kbps with 8 handoffs. It shows
MIP+SCTP also cannot take advantage of the benefit
of network integration when handoff rate increases.
The reason why MIP+SCTP produces better basic
transmission rate than that of MIP+TCP is that SCTP
uses SACK algorithm as well as multi-chunk message-
based stream with enhanced congestion control mecha-
nism. Unlike TCP, SCTP does not mandatorily require
in-order data arrival in packet sequence level but in
each chunk level. So, all the in-order data chunks can
be handed over to the upper layer protocol in the stack
irrespective of the fact whether there was any out-of-
order data chunk.

Finally, the end-to-end throughput of mSCTP is
1.195 Mbps without any handoff in the UMTS cov-
erage. With 1-handoff, it goes up to 1.238 Mbps with
the benefit of 802.11b bandwidth. Unlike MIP hand-
offs, the end-to-end throughput of mSCTP is main-
tained consistently irrespective of the handoff rate (ex-
cept zero-handoff scenario). This means that mSCTP
can exploit the higher data rate of 802.11b, without any
significant loss of data.

As shown in Figure 12, mSCTP produces very sta-
ble and higher end-to-end throughput comparing to
MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP, regardless of the handoff
rate. That is, mSCTP, the transport layer handoff can
be much more efficient, in terms of throughput, than
MIP in large scale mobility environments.

6.1.3. Packet loss
To measure packet loss, we counted the total number
of packets lost during total handoff delay periods.
The packet loss over the handoff rate shows how the
handoff protocols react under the variation of the in-
tensity of MN mobility. Especially, data packet losses
can trigger congestion control of transport layer proto-
col, and thus, affect the quality of service. Figure 13
shows the uplink (MN to CN) packet loss in number of
packets lost over the handoff rate.

Figure 13 shows that the number of packet loss of
MIP+SCTP and MIP+TCP increases proportional to
handoff rate while that of mSCTP does not increase and
remains to be zero as in Equations (31) and (32). First,
the number of packet loss in MIP+TCP increases quite
linearly showing a little fluctuation with 10.281 highest
in 10-handoff scenario. Second, the number of packet
loss of MIP+SCTP also has a little fluctuation increas-
ing up to 8.656 at 10-handoff scenario. Finally, mSCTP
maintains zero packet loss irrespective of handoff rate.
This is the result from the fact that the multi-homing
of SCTP and DAR procedure makes no handoff delay
(see Subsection 4.3.2). As we have seen in Figure 11,
the handoff delay of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP shows
identical relationship with the packet loss. That is, the
number of packet loss in MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP is
directly affected by the total handoff delay periods.

6.2. Downlink Behaviors

Generally, it is known that downlink traffic overwhelms
uplink traffic in terms of the proportion of the applica-
tion level services. Figure 14 is an example transmis-
sion behavior (with five handoffs in the unit time) of
the three handoff protocol stacks for downlink (CN to
MN) traffic in UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks.

Fig. 13. Packet loss in UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks
(uplink): SIM-N2-P-D1 (95% confidence interval).
Like in the uplink transmission, the x-axis in Figure 14 is the simulation time and the y-axis is the number of total bits received at MN. The result shows the variation of data rate during the transmission. All the three handoff protocol stacks take advantage of the network integration in Figure 14. The bit rate of mSCTP is higher than that of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP. With MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP protocols, we can notice five handoff delay periods during the transmission.

In the downlink transmission (CN to MN), mSCTP MN triggers DAR procedure with three pairs (add-IP, set-primary-IP, and delete-IP) of ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK control chunks cooperating with CN. After receiving an add-IP ASCONF request, CN adds the received IP address as a new IP address in the existing association and responds with ASCONF-ACK. In turn, MN sends a set-primary-IP chunk to let CN switch the transmission to the new IP address. Upon the reception of the set-primary-IP ASCONF chunk, CN switches the destination address to the requested IP address and responds back to MN with ASCONF-ACK. Delete-IP can also be performed if it is preferable. We implemented this scenario using set-primary-destination method provided by NS-2 SCTP module. Now, we analyze the performance of the three handoff protocols in terms of total handoff delay, end-to-end throughput, and packet loss.

6.2.1. Total handoff delay

Figure 15 shows the handoff delay (in second) over the handoff rate. In downlink case, the total handoff delay of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP increase proportional to the handoff rate while that of mSCTP keeps zero irrespective of the handoff rate. With the same reason with uplink case, MIP handoff brings about the unavoidable registration delay. On the contrary, mSCTP performs DAR procedure using at most three pairs of ASCONF and ASCONF-ACK control chunks (256-bit per each pair) bundling with the other data chunks in the existing transmission.

In addition, the total handoff delay of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP shows quite an identical trend although the difference is not perfectly identical. This is because, as we discussed in the uplink case, the registration procedure of MIP should be processed regardless of the transport layer protocols used.

6.2.2. End-to-end throughput

Figure 16 shows the end-to-end throughput in bit-per-second (bps) over the handoff rate. As in the uplink case, the end-to-end throughput of all the three handoff protocol stacks shows the highest value from all the different handoff rate scenarios. This is because MN initially stays in UMTS region in the zero-handoff scenario. From the 1-handoff scenario to 10-handoff scenario, MN takes the benefit of 802.11b network bandwidth whenever it raises hand-off into 802.11b region. However, in spite of the benefit of network integration, the throughput of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP decreases as the handoff rate increases.
while that of mSCTP maintains quite consistent values irrespective of the handoff rate.

First, the basic throughput without any handoff in MIP+TCP is about 1.012 Mbps. In 1-handoff scenario, the throughput of MIP+TCP goes up to 1.457 by utilizing the higher bandwidth of 802.11b network. However, it goes down to 1.197 Mbps when 10 handoffs occur within the 10-min unit time. Second, MIP+SCTP produces about 1.225 Mbps throughput when no handoff occurs. As it is in MIP+TCP, the end-to-end throughput of MIP+SCTP goes up to 1.566 Mbps in 1-handoff scenario. As we have seen in Figure 16, MIP+TCP produces quite stable and higher end-to-end throughput over MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP in the downlink case as well. The effect of mSCTP becomes very apparent when the handoff rate increases. mSCTP shows far better end-to-end transmission throughput in highly handoff intensive environment by exploiting its multi-homed seamless handoff mechanism.

6.2.3. Packet loss

Figure 17 shows the downlink (CN to MN) packet loss in number of packets lost over the handoff rate. Figure 17 shows that the number of packet loss of MIP+SCTP and MIP+TCP increases proportional to handoff rate while that of mSCTP does not increase and maintain zero. First, the number of packet loss in MIP+TCP increases quite linearly showing a little fluctuation with the highest value of 7.968 in 10-handoff scenario. Second, the number of packet loss of MIP+SCTP has only 768-bit DAR procedure overhead per handoff. The accumulated DAR procedure overhead decreases the end-to-end throughput of mSCTP, but the amount of decrease is insignificant comparing to that of MIP. Here, we should notice that the DAR procedure does not incur any delay at all while generating the insignificant throughput decrease.

For all the three handoff protocols, the throughput of 10-handoff scenario is even higher than that of zero-handoff scenario in which MN stays only in UMTS region. This shows the benefit of network integration. However, the throughput of MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP still decreases significantly comparing to that of mSCTP.

As shown in Figure 16, mSCTP produces quite stable and higher end-to-end throughput over MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP in the downlink case as well. The effect of mSCTP becomes very apparent when the handoff rate increases. mSCTP shows far better end-to-end transmission throughput in highly handoff intensive environment by exploiting its multi-homed seamless handoff mechanism.
number of packet loss in MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP is

directly affected by the total handoff delay periods.

In this section, we presented our simulation system
model and evaluated the performance of MIP handoff
and mSCTP handoff based on the result of the simula-
tion. mSCTP handoff, having no significant delay and
packet loss, produces the highest and consistent end-
to-end throughput regardless of handoff rate. It is wor-
thy to mention that the analysis in Section 4 is mainly
for uplink scenarios because we consider the delay,
throughput, and packet loss for mobile users, but not
corresponding users. However, our analytical results
for uplink can also be generalized to downlink scenar-
ios with minor modification in counting signaling.

6.3. Further Discussion

6.3.1. Remark

In Subsections 6.1 and 6.2, we have discussed the trans-
mittance behaviors of three handoff protocol stacks in
UMTS/802.11b-integrated networks. We already ad-
dressed the advantages of mSCTP over MIP protocol
stacks. Apart from the performance difference between
MIP and mSCTP, we should also bring our attention to
performance improvement coming from SCTP proto-
col. From Figures 11, 12, 15, and 16, it should be no-
ticed that MIP+SCTP produces higher throughput than
MIP+TCP while total handoff delay of MIP+SCTP is
larger than that of MIP+TCP in certain handoff rate
ranges. It is contradictory to our expectation. For in-
stance, in the 4-handoff rate case in Figure 15, the
difference of total handoff delay between MIP+TCP
and MIP+SCTP is about 32.8%. MIP+TCP shows
even better performance in terms of handoff delay in
this case. However, the throughput difference between
MIP+TCP and MIP+SCTP in the 4-handoff rate case
in Figure 16 shows MIP+SCTP has 8.4% throughput
improvement over MIP+TCP. This implies that SCTP
protocol is a more proper transport layer protocol than
TCP in mobile wireless environments. Thus, mSCTP,
inherently adopting SCTP as a transport protocol, can
provide more efficient data transmissions than any MIP
approach at the moment.

6.3.2. Impact of handoff rate in the
simulation

Throughout the simulation study, handoff rate has been
adopted as an important variable to evaluate the differ-
ent handoff protocols with regard to different scale of
mobility.

Although the accumulation of handoff delays is sup-
posed to be identical to the total handoff delay gen-
erated by corresponding handoff rate, the simulation
results showed that the relationship between the two
values is not perfectly linear. This observation can be
attributed to the fact that the actual performance degra-
dation of handoff protocols in different scale of mobil-
ity comes from various reasons including node move-
ment, possible randomness from underlying network
components, and so on. Thus, our performance evalu-
ation approach with handoff rate can be considered to
be at least more approximate to experimental results
than that of linear accumulation approach.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we conducted a performance evaluation
of MIP and mSCTP with regard to handoff delay, end-
to-end throughput, and packet loss, followed by the cor-
responding simulation study in heterogeneous network
environment. MIP handoff incurs unavoidable handoff
delay due to agent discovery and registration periods
while mSCTP handoff delay can be neglected since it
exploits multi-homing and DAR procedure. It should
be noted that total handoff delay of MIP increases as
handoff rate increases while that of mSCTP is being
kept zero. End-to-end throughput of MIP decreases di-
rectly proportional to handoff rate and handoff delay
product while mSCTP throughput is maintained con-
stant without any significant data loss irrespective of
handoff rate. We also showed that MIP handoff in-
curs certain packet loss according to its handoff delay.
mSCTP, on the other hand, does not incur any packet
loss during its handoff period. To conclude, mSCTP
provides quasi-seamless IP-based handoff regardless
of scale of mobility in heterogeneous network envi-
ronments. As a promising IP-based handoff solution in
future wireless IP convergent networks, mSCTP needs
more attention in both academic and industry research
society.
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